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Abstract
While large sets of diverse item collections are daily increasing they need to be managed and presented effectively
for information access especially in the digital libraries, museums, and archives. For enhancing the resource
discovery and collection management digital resources can be aggregated into ‘collections’. Europeana is one of
digital libraries which does not use or maintain collection-level information. Another problem on Europeana is that
the original information about items and collections can be lost when they have been sent by the providers. This
report presents an algorithmwhich can deal with these problems on Europeana.

Context
Europeana gives people free and open access to millions of digital books, paintings, films, sounds, museum objects
and archives throughout Europe [1]. More than 2.300 institutions have contributed to Europeana such as the
British Library in London, the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam or the KunsthistorischesMuseum in Vienna. An
important property of Europeana is that it connects the user to the original source of the material, the user can be
sure about its reality, authenticity. People can also contribute to Europeana. For instance, they can upload their
own digitised items onto the Europeana1914-1918.eu site [1]. In the next section we describe the problems
regarding metadata descriptions on collection level.

Figure 1: Europeana.eu and search results for the term ‘William Hogarth’

Problem Statement
While large sets of various collections of items are daily increasing, they need to be managed and presented
effectively for information access especially in the libraries, museums, and archives. For this reason, the use of
collection-level descriptions has become a relevant topic in last years particularly because the digital libraries stand
for a more heterogeneousmanifestation than traditional libraries. We can gather digital resources into
‘collections’ [2]. In this research project we will use the collection definition specified by Europeana [3]: “A
collection is a group of objects gathered together for some intellectual, artistic, or curatorial purpose.”
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One of the basic current problems on Europeana about this issue that the original (often analog) objects are
already organized in libraries, museums and archives. But when providers send data about items and collections to
Europeana, Europeana loses this information.

Europeana can cluster the items that have common information with each other. An item can be a painting, photo,
picture, book, music, film, letter etc. For example, assume that we want to get all objects by the subject
‘mathematics’ on Europeana.eu. In this case, we use ‘mathematics’ as search term. As a result, Europeana returns
mainly items about the subject ‘mathematics’, but also items of which the title and/or description include
‘mathematics’. You can see on overview of search results in figure 2. Clustering would help handle the variety of
search results and provide better information on their context.

Figure 2: Search results of the keyword ‘mathematics’ on Europeana.eu

Europeana could use the metadata on collection-level:

 to give an overview of the subjects included by the Europeana collections

 to group objects belonging to the same collections and provide more contextual information to them.
For instance, there are many digitized photographs on Europeana which do not have individual
metadata but only collection metadata. Instead of displaying them as individual items Europeana can
show them as a cluster sharing the same collection level metadata.

Europeana does not maintain the collection-level metadata yet. So it cannot use collection-level information to
organize results and help users as [3] proposes. Futhermore, Europeana could and will try to get some collection
information from its providers. But some providers would not send any information and also it might be the case
that the data is incomplete.

Research questions
We will be answering the following research question in this project:

 How can we identify the collections in the Europeana datasets and create collection-level metadata?
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Related work
Many data providers of Europeana such as the European Library and the European Film Gateway [3] preserved the
descriptions on collection-level. The European Library has developed a collection description application profile
based on the Dublin Core Collection Application Profile and it gathers digital collections generated by the national
libraries in the European Union and neighboring European countries. Three digital libraries Opening History, The
European Library and AmericanMemory gathered 1,500 digital collections [4].
Some clustering techniques have been performed in [5] and [6]. The authors in [5] have applied clustering to find
semantic groups at different similarity levels for Europeana objects: A user could find culture heritage objects with
five different levels of relatedness. Culture heritage objects at different similarity levels are hierarchically
structured. Clustering process consists of three parts: 1) The objects are clustered on minhashes and compression
similarity. 2) Based on genetic algorithms the important fields are automatically selected. 3) The records are
hierarchically structured at different similarity levels.
The authors in [6] show different techniques such as ‘item similarity’ and ‘typed similarity’ for cultural heritage
data. The goal of these techniques is help users to navigate and interpret the collections.

 Item similarity: Items which are similar to each other are collected. The PATHS project generated
techniques to determine the similarity between items in cultural heritage collections by using
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to explore hidden ‘topics’ within the collection [6].

 Typed similarity: Various types of similarity can also be identified: Similar descriptions, similar
author, similar people related, similar time period, similar events, similar locations. The similar
pairs of items were mostly identified based on comparison of the text in the relevant fields of
item’s meta-data. E.g. the <dc:Creator> field was used for identifying similar authors [6].

Methodology - Proposed Solution
For solving above mentioned problems, we will find ways to identify collections in the Europeana datasets, and
create collection-level metadata. For doing this, we will develop a clustering algorithmwhich will automatically
cluster items based on specific facets such as description, contributor etc. Currently the generation of metadata on
item level and as well as on collection level is manually done. Also, the algorithm will ensure that Europeanawill
not lose those data sent by the providers.

Evaluation plan for the algorithms:We will develop more algorithms in the same way as described above. The
clustering algorithms can also be a revision of existing algorithms. For finding and selecting the best
algorithm, we will take into consideration the following metrics: relevance, precision, recall and time.

 Relevance: For each algorithmwe will look how well the technique of clustering Europeana objects
meets the needs or requirements of Europeana.Measuring relevance can be difficult. We think that
this can be measured based on the demands of Europeana.

 Precision (Positive predictive value): It is known as the fraction of retrieved instances that are
relevant. In our context this can be measured by taking the fraction of identified clusters that are
relevant. Precision can also be seen as a measure of quality.

 Recall (Sensitivity): It is the fraction of relevant instances that are retrieved. In our context recall
can be measured by taking the fraction of all relevant clusters that are identified.

 Time: For each algorithm we will look how long it takes to generate the collections.
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We will select the algorithm that has highest value of overall metrics (relevance, precision, recall and time).

Research Planning

TASK WEEK START DATE END DATE

- Collect background info about
research question

- Study collected literature

- Draft thesis design

- Take contact with Europeana for
questions

- Download Europeana data set

50 11 Dec 2013 18 Dec 2013

- Revise thesis design after taking
comments from supervisors

- Study literature about clustering
algorithms

- Split Europeana data set into
smaller sized data sets

51 18 Dec 2013 25 Dec 2013

- Revise thesis design after taking
comments from supervisors

- Find literature about clustering
techniques and applications of
such techniques in the cultural
sector

- Study literature about clustering
algorithms

52 25 Dec 2013 1 Jan 2014
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- Revise thesis design

- Look to Europeana (possibly also
RDF) datasets, make data
processable for doing
experiments and write lab notes
on one of more datasets

- Study literature about clustering
algorithms and report on state of
art on clustering

- Do experiments with the use of
Europeana dataset for clustering.

1 1 Jan 2014 8 Jan 2014

- Look to Europeana (possibly also
RDF) datasets, make data
processable for doing
experiments and write lab notes
on one of more datasets

- Study literature about clustering
algorithms and report on state of
art on clustering

- Do experiments with the use of
Europeana dataset for clustering

2 8 Jan 2014 15 Jan 2014

- Describe different clustering
techniques

- Look to Europeana (possibly also
RDF) datasets, make data
processable for doing
experiments and write lab notes
on one of more datasets

- Do experiments with the use of
Europeana dataset for clustering,
by using different clustering
techniques
Report your findings on
experiments

3 15 Jan 2014 22 Jan 2014
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- Do experiments with the use of
Europeana dataset for clustering,
by using different clustering
techniques
Report your findings on
experiments

4 22 Jan 2014 29 Jan 2014

- Do experiments with the use of
Europeana dataset for clustering,
by using different clustering
techniques
Report your findings on
experiments

5 29 Jan 2014 5 Feb 2014

- Do experiments with the use of
Europeana dataset for clustering,
by using your own ideas for
clustering technique
Report your findings on
experiments

6 5 Feb 2014 12 Feb 2014

- Do experiments with the use of
Europeana dataset for clustering,
by using your own ideas for
clustering technique
Report your findings on
experiments

7 12 Feb 2014 19 Feb 2014

- Do experiments with the use of
Europeana dataset for clustering,
by using your own ideas for
clustering technique
Report your findings on
experiments

8 19 Feb 2014 26 Feb 2014
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- Do experiments with the use of
Europeana dataset for clustering,
by using your own ideas for
clustering technique
Report your findings on
experiments

9 26 Feb 2014 5 Mar 2014

- Do experiments with the use of
Europeana dataset for clustering,
by using your own ideas for
clustering technique
Report your findings on
experiments

10 5 Mar 2014 12 Mar 2014

- Do experiments with the use of
Europeana dataset for clustering,
by using your own ideas for
clustering technique
Report your findings on
experiments

11 12 Mar 2014 19 Mar 2014
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- Do experiments with the use of
Europeana dataset for clustering,
by using your own ideas for
clustering technique
Report your findings on
experiments

12 19 Mar 2014 26 Mar 2014

- Do experiments with the use of
Europeana dataset for clustering,
by using your own ideas for
clustering technique
Report your findings on
experiments

13 26 Mar 2014 2 Apr 2014

- Do experiments with the use of
Europeana dataset for clustering,
by using your own ideas for
clustering technique
Report your findings on
experiments

14 2 Apr 2014 9 Apr 2014

- Do experiments with the use of
Europeana dataset for clustering,
by using your own ideas for
clustering technique
Report your findings on
experiments

15 9 Apr 2014 16 Apr 2014

- Evaluate the algorithms by
measuring the evaluationmetrics
Report the values of
measurements in the project
document

16 16 Apr 2014 23 Apr 2014

- Evaluate the algorithms by
measuring the evaluationmetrics
Report the results (values) of
measurements for evaluation

17 23 Apr 2014 30 Apr 2014
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- Evaluate the algorithms by
measuring the evaluationmetrics
Report the results (values) of
measurements for evaluation

18 30 Apr 2014 7 May 2014

- Evaluate the algorithms by
measuring the evaluationmetrics
Report the results (values) of
measurements for evaluation

- Write research questions in
thesis

- Write related work in thesis

19 7 May 2014 14 May 2014

- Evaluate the algorithms by
measuring the evaluationmetrics
Report the results (values) of
measurements for evaluation

- Write context in thesis

20 14 May 2014 21 May 2014

- Evaluate the algorithms by
measuring the evaluationmetrics
Report the results (values) of
measurements for evaluation

- Write results and discussion in
thesis

21 21 May 2014 28 May 2014

- Write results and discussion in
thesis

- Write future work in thesis

22 28 May 2014 4 Jun 2014

- Write introduction and
conclusion in thesis

- Write results and discussion in
thesis

- Control everything about the
project

23 4 Jun 2014 11 Jun 2014
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